INTRODUCTION
In this paper we present a study on the theory of the topological variation of the phase space of one-parameter families of vector fields (differential equations, flows). This theory, also called bifurcation theory, has been developed since H. Poincare from several points of view; see, for example, [i, 2, 3, 4] . Here, we will be mainly interested in a collection of one-parameter families of vector fields which has the following properties: a) it is large with respect to all the families, and b) its elements exhibit a topological variation which is amenable to simple description.
Collections with properties a) and b) are currently called <( generic 5 '; they were introduced in the global qualitative analysis of differential equations by M. Peixoto [7] , S. Smale [9] and I. Kupka [12] . See S. Smale [10] for a thorough survey on this topic.
In this work we restrict ourselves to the case of two-dimensional compact manifolds, where a very complete characterization of the set S of structurally stable vector fields has been given by M. Peixoto [8] . The way S is imbedded in the space 3£ of all vector fields and the study of <( generic 9? one-parameter families of vector fields are closely related. A vector field is structurally stable if its phase space does not change topologically under small perturbations; a one-parameter family of vector fields exhibits the simpler phase space topological variation the larger the intersection it has with S, or equivalently, the smaller the intersection it has with its complement X-S.
In this paper, in Part I, we define a set S^, densely contained in 3£-S. We prove that S^ is an immersed Banach submanifold of codimension one in the Banach manifold X. Also, we describe the variation of the phase space of vector fields in a neighborhood of Sr In Part II, we prove that the <c generic " one-parameter families of vector fields meet S^ transversally at points where they are not vector fields of KupkaSmale [12, 11] . See Theorems i (5, Part I) and 2(1, Part II) for a precise and complete statement of these results.
Whether or not S^ coincides with the (< regular (differentiable, or even Holder)
part " of codimension one of X-S immersed in 3£, remains an important non-trivial I. -THE SUBMANIFOLD T,[
i. Preliminaries
Let X be a Banach manifold of class G" defined as in [15, p. i6 ], i.e., X is locally
homeomorphic to an open set of some Banach space, the changes of coordinates being G 00 functions. °D efinition (1.1). -A subset ScX is said to be an imbedded Banach submanifold of class G' and codimension k of X if every peS has a neighborhood N where a C'-function /: N-^R* is defined so that: It follows from the Implicit Function Theorem [15, p. 15 ] that a submanifold S, as denned in (i. i) , has an atlas of class G' which makes the inclusion S-^C an imbedding in the usual sense [15, p. 20] . Also, ifS is an immersed submanifold in the sense of (i 2) the union of the atlases of S, defines on S an atlas, which makes it a manifold and makes the inclusion S-^X a one-to-one immersion in the usual sense [15, p. 19] . In this work the Banach submanifolds will be defined through (1.1) and (1.2).
Let M 2 be a compact two-dimensional G" differentiable manifold Denote by r the space of tangent vector fields of class G-defined on M 2 , endowed with the CT-topology 3£ is a Banach manifold in the sense of [15] ; its atlas is given by the collection of identity mappings ofr Banached by the G'-norms associated to finite coverings ofM 2 by compact coordinate neighborhoods.
If Xer, fc : M^R^M 2 will denote the flow generated by X; <px is charac-
terized by ^P,t)=X^(p,t)), (A^eM^R and ^(p,o)=p. ^{p, ) : R^M 2
is the orbit ofX passing through p; the image of an orbit, oriented but with no distinguished parametrization, is a trajectory of X.
Definition (1.3). -X and Ye^ are said to be fopologically equivalent if there is a homeomorphism of M 2 onto itself mapping trajectories of X onto trajectories of Y. If X has a neighborhood N in 3T such that X is topologically equivalent to every YeN, then it is called structurally stable.
The set of structurally stable vector fields will be denoted by 27; its complement in 3P" will be denoted by 3Q. It has been shown by M. Peixoto [8] that 27 coincides with the collection of vector fields X such that a) X has all its singular points and periodic trajectories generic; b) X does not have saddle connections; and c) the a and co-limit sets of every trajectory of X are singular points or periodic trajectories.
The collection of vector fields X satisfying a) and b) have been studied by 1. Kupka [12] and S. Smale [i i ] in a more general context; it will be denoted by [K-Sy.
For future reference we recall some definitions of [5] .
Definition (1.4). 
Periodic trajectories
Since the evaluation map (X,^)l->X(^) is of class G^ on ^xM 2 [16, p. 25 ], it follows from [15, p. 94] , taking X as parameter, that <p : ^xM^xR-^M 2 defined by {x,p, ^)->9x(A ^) ls of class GP reliminary definitions (2.1). -Let U and S be G 00 arcs transversal to Xe^T; i.e., U==M(I), S=^(I), where u, s are G°° imbeddings of I== [-i, i] into M 2 such that u 1 {x) and X(^(A:)), (resp. s'{x) and X(^(^))) are linearly independent. Assume that u(o)==p^ s(o}==q and PxO^^^?* ^J et (^15^2) be a system of coordinates around q'y a assume that x-^{q)==x^{q)==-o, -=X, x^os==ld, and x^os=o. By continuity, x^(^{u,t)) 8xî s defined in a neighborhood of (X,j&, T)e3C'xUxR; also, ^i(<px(A ^))==o and: For the sake of reference, the concepts of generic singular points and saddle connection involved in the statement of (2.2), are reviewed in (3.1) and (3.4). The proof of (2.2) depends on several lemmas. Proof. -If y is two sided, it has a tubular neighborhood diffeomorphic to a plane annulus N. Therefore X may be assumed to be a (plane) vector field on N. The conditions Tr^0)"^? 7T^) ( o ) = t :::o imply that y is orbitally semi-stable, i.e. y is the a-limit set of the trajectories on one of its sides and the co-limit set of trajectories on the other side. By properly rotating X in N by a angle ©, two periodic trajectories of the rotated vector field are obtained. These trajectories are obviously transversal to X and bound a neighborhood N@ of y« This follows from [i, p. 18] .
TC : BoXUo^-S by 7c(Y, u)==^{u^ T(U, u))', thus, n as well as nY==n(Y, ) : VQ->S
Ify is one sided, it has a tubular neighborhood diffeomorphic to a Moebius band N, /N>> f>ŵ ith orientable double covering P :N->N, where N is a plane ring. Gall y and X the liftings ofy and X; y as well as^ are orbitally stable or unstable depending on (^^^(o) being negative or positive. In either case, by rotating X of an angle 0, a periodic trajectory of the rotated vector field is obtained [i] . This trajectory and ^ bound an open set NQ. The N© ==Int(P(NQ)) give the desired system of neighborhoods. ^N© is transversal to X by construction.
Lemma (2.4).-Let XeX^ ^2, have a quasi-generic periodic trajectory^ of'period r(X) such that 7T;x(o)==i and 7^(0) =)=o. 
For V=^-, where (A:i, x^) is the coordinate system in (2.1) and g is a bump function 2 g with support in |A:J<8, <^(V)= <?(^i5 o)dx^o. In fact, b) If f(V)<_o, the o) (resp. a)-limit set of every trajectory ofY passing through C( resp. Cy, is a periodic trajectory ofY contained in N. This is obvious by the PoincareBendixon Theorem. Proof. -Assume the notation in (2.4). Take £<TZ--T(X) and TQ>H. Call Mt he manifold with boundary M^-Int N. For YeX', call Yi=Y|Mt. Xi is transversal to ^M^===^N, has only generic periodic trajectories, and satisfies conditions (2) and (3) of (2.2). Since these conditions are open and characterize 27 in M^, B may be taken so that Y^, YeB, is topologically equivalent to Xi; denote by Ai(Y) the homomorphism of M^ onto itself mapping trajectories of Xi onto those of Y^; ^i(Y) can be arbitrarily close to the identity of M^ by properly reducing B. The above assertions follow from [5, 8] .
Thus if y(Y)<o, from (2.4) and the characterization of 27 it follows that Ye27. To extend Ai(Y) to A(Y) defined in Int N, map the trajectory ofX through noeC( resp. €3) onto the trajectory ofY through T^ ^i00 (^o) in the following way. 9x(^o? f ) and <py(%o? ^) meet, for t>o (resp. ^<o), Int U and Int U respectively in monotonic sequences n, and ^, z=i, 2, . .., tending respectively to j^yx^U and / p=^c\V.
Map the arc ^^,+1 (resp. ^_i^) onto %%+i (resp. ^-1% by ratio of arc length, i.e., n iŝ ^~^k r^i ^""m [5, p. 153] (this lemma will be used several times in this work, for the sake of reference it is stated in (3. 9.1 b) ). This ends the proof of (2.5). TT r 8^(
Lemma
Thus rffx(V)+°-The last assertion of (2.6) is immediate, by continuity of T defined in (2.1). Proof. -Similar to the proof of (2.5), using (2.6) in this case. The construction of the topological equivalence is formally that of (2.5), but in the present case £N=G and the trajectory through n^eG meets Int U in a sequence {^J such that {^J ls decreasing and {^4-1} is increasing, both converging monotonically to p === y^ n U. The same holds forY, jF(Y)==o, and its corresponding sequence {5?j in U; the map of/Zg^g^i onto %2»^2t+i ^d Tx onto TY by ratio of arc length produces the desired topological equivalence in N. The openness of Q^^(n) follows from the fact that every Y close to X, y(Y)=)=o, is in 27, since Y is so in M^ and N, N being an attractive region (sink).
Proof of Proposition (2.2).-Take S^Q^^uQ^) for z==i, 2, ...; by (2.4) Remark a)., (2.5), and (2.7), S^-is an imbedded submanifold of class G^'" 1 and codimension 00 one of y. Since Q^^.US^, (2.2) follows (see (1.2)).
Remarks (2.8). 4) The quasi-generic periodic trajectory of X is not both a and o-limit set of either saddle separatrices or of any trajectory different from itself. This follows from the openness of each C[g (n)= 0,2° Q^)? a^d the openness°f 0.2 (°)-I 11 fact, if XeQ^) and yx is ? ^Y? the <^-limit set of saddle separatrices, which a fortiori meet C^, then all the trajectories through Cg have the same 6)-limit set, a generic singular point or periodic trajectory L^ contained in a critical region N 1 , with BN 1 transversal to X (see [5] , or (1.4) for the definition of critical region). We can assume in this case that Gg is part of ^N When/(Y)<o, Ye27, also when X(=Q^(%). This follows from a similar analysis using N^N and taking into account (2.4) and Remark b) in (2.4.1). This shows that BnX^BnQ^^^/'^o); hence the assertion above is proved.
c) Ifyx is both the a and co-limit of saddle separatrices it can be shown that there is Y, /(Y)>o, arbitrarily close to X, which has saddle connections meeting N which, by Remark c) after (2.4) have length arbitrarily large.
d) If there is a trajectory T] of X which has y^
as a ^d ^-limit set, either all trajectories of X have this property and M 2 ==T 2 or K 2 , or X has saddle separatrices which have yx as a ^d co-limit set. This is shown by looking at the canonical region R ofX which contains T); R is either a cylinder with boundary C^uGg where the flow is parallel, or is a region bounded by arcs of G^ and Gg and saddle separatrices meeting GI and Gg.
In the first case, it can be shown that there is Y, /(Y)>o, arbitrarily close to X, which has non-generic periodic trajectories meeting N. When M^T 2 , Y can be found with irrational rotation number, thus exhibiting recurrent orbits dense in T 2 . This is shown by considering the rotation number py ofY relative to Cg, which is defined when/(Y)>o, and showing that ^y-^co when Y->X, thus passing through irrational values and also through rational values for Y at the boundary of 27, and the assertion follows for M?=T 2 . For M^K 2 , the assertion, left as an open question in [14] , has a more delicate proof communicated to us by I. Kupka (unpublished work).
e) We summarize d). ^= 0,2-0,2 is ^^ in 0.2 and -^s intrinsic topology is finer (has more open sets) than its ambient topology.
The fact that for XeQ^ and s>o small /-^(-s, o)) c27, while/-^(o, s)) is not completely contained in 27, can be expressed by asserting that 27 u ^ is a submanifold of 3T with boundary (^. Ai(X,j^, y) does not depend on V, as it is easy to show. Also,
Assume the notation above. Denote by u the covector on Tp such that n-^=vu'y denote by X% y 1 and u^ respectively, the components of X, v and u, with respect to a system of coordinates, (A:i, A^), around^?. Then:
n particular, A^ does not depend on V. This follows from a straightforward computation.
Lemma ( 2) /(X)==o and df^o.
Proof. -Let (^, x^) be a system of coordinates around p; assume that:
and -(^)^T^ (notation of (3.1)). In these coordinates the components of X, X
, and:
In other terms:
where: 
a^,
The existence of the neighborhoods No and Bo for which the above relations are satisfied follows from continuity, since they are satisfied for X at p. n n / av2\ -i ayi Take Vy=^v\r-, Wy==TiW^-, and u^ ="Lu] dx^. Here ^= ----, 
F^B^xI^R by F,{y,x,)=y l (x"•F,(x"y)).
A straight forward computation shows that:
Since ^ is of class G-^(X,o)=o, and ^(X,o)+o, there is a neighborhood B of X, BcB, and a unique C-function F; : B^I, such that F(X)=o
. This foUows from the Implicit Function Theorem. 
1) There.is a unique point z/(Y)eaN such that (py^Y), ^)eN for t<o; the set s(Y) of points qe8N such that <py(^, ^)eN for t>o is an arc whose extremes we call ^(Y), ^(Y)-
2) 8N is a differentiable curve, transversal to every YeB at points of neighborhoods U ofu{X.) and S of J(X).
Proo/. -From (3.2.1), the coordinate expression for X in (3.2)3 and [17, p, 319], it follows that X has one separatrix, y, whose a-limit set is p, and is tangent to T\ at p\ also X has two separatrices S^, Sg whose co-limit set is p and are tangent to Tg at p. See Fig. (3.1) . Take N,=={(^, xj; x^+x^r); BN, is given by x^=r cos 6, x^y-sinO, 6e [-7r,7r ]. Since T^, Tg are transversal to ^N, so are the separatrices, provided r is small; Y meets BN at a point we call u(X); §1, §3 meet ^N at points we call ^(X), ^(X). The existence and continuity of u follows from the continuity on Y of neighboring trajectories, as for the case of saddle points [5, p. 147 Since for 6 == n the expression in brackets is equal to -A^ + -, , there are v and p , » • sothafifr^p and [6-Tc|<v, it is less than --^. For 7r-^>| 6 [ >Tc/4, the expression in brackets is negative since cr<o and ---is unbounded for these values of 6, while r all the other terms are bounded. Thus, for r small, X is transversal to 8'N and points inward N on [ 6 |^7r/4. The arc joining ^(X) to ^(X), contained in | 6 |>7r/4 is defined to be j- (X) . This shows the existence ofj(X); the existence of U, S, s(Y) follows by continuity.
Remark. -Ifp is a saddle-node ofX with <s(X,p)<o, the stable manifold ofp is a two-dimensional manifold with boundary tangent to Tg at p. The unstable manifold is one-dimensional with boundary p, tangent to Tg at p. If (r(X,^)>o, the remark holds with the obvious change of stable for unstable.
Definition (3.4). -A saddle connection is a trajectory whose a and co-limit sets are saddle or saddle-note singular points and is not interior to the two-dimensional invariant manifold of the saddle-node.
GENERIC ONE-PARAMETER FAMILIES OF VECTOR FIELDS
In terms of transversality, a saddle connection is a trajectory along which the invariant manifolds of saddle and saddle-node singular points fail to meet transversally JMow we state one of the main results of this section.
Proposition (3.5).
-Denote by ^ the collection of Xe^, r^2, such that:
1) X has a saddle-node as unique non-generic singular point.
2) X has only generic periodic trajectories.
3) The a and ^.limit sets of any trajectory of X are singular points or periodic trajectories.
4) A has no saddle connections.
Then: , such that every YeB, " fopologically equivalent to X.
The proof of (3.5) depends on some lemmas. Proof. -Take U^, of (3.6)3 small so that every trajectory ofX passing through it meets ^N' transversally at points of an arc A; if Lx=^, A is assumed to be contained in Int^ (X) . Gall j^e^N, the extremes of S (3.6), and call A^ the arc of trajectories of X joining p^ to ^eA. S together with A^ and W (when L^+J^), bound a neighborhood of Yx whose boundary is transversal to X except on A^. Replacing A^ by arcs A^, G^close to them, joining p^ to A, and smoothing corners at the extremes of A^, the desired neighborhood N 2 is obtained. The change of A^ by the arcs A^ is possible since X is parallel, in suitable local coordinates, in a neighborhood ofA^.
Lemma ( On N3 the trajectories ofY satisfy:
Since on N3, \^\l\^-^i\<.^+Wi\l\^-^ \Wl\^-^\^\+\v\\c\l\â nd l^l/l^-^il^l^l+I^IISil+lyn^l/IAJ, by making N and B small, ^ can be made less than 4, making its numerator less than 2 and its denominator greater than 1/2, in absolute value. The lemma follows immediately from the expression for the arc length of a curve, taking account that the interval of integration does not exceed the diameter of N.
Remark (3.9.1). -a) Lemma (3.9) is similar to [5, Lemma 7, p. 143] , proved for the generic saddle singular points. (3.9), and the next result b) also due to [5] , are important tools for the construction of topological equivalences in canonical regions which contain saddles, saddle-nodes, or periodic trajectories in their closure.
/^~^ ^~b ) [5, fn^py is uniformly close to W^Y? m our case ^is holds when m^ is close to m^ by continuity of h^ and standard continuity of trajectories on initial data. That is, the hypothesis of (3.9. i, b)) is satisfied for these arcs. This implies continuity of A and A" 1 , since they preserve ratio of arc length and uniform convergence on arcs of trajectories, which by (3.9.1, b)} amounts to preservation of convergence. Finally, we remark that the definition of A on Ra(X) mentioned above coincides with our construction on the common boundary, s^(X)pu s^(X)p, with R.i(X), since there it is performed by ratio of arc length. pectively, by ratio of arc length. This defines a one-to-one map of RICX) onto RI(Y), z=i, 2, which by (3.9) is a topological equivalence, as follows from an analysis similar to that performed in case a). An identical construction works for Rg (X) . This ends the proof of (3.5).
The composed focus (3.10). -Letj^ be a singular point of Xe^; assume that the eigenvalues of DXy, have non vanishing imaginary parts (i.e., (o-(X, p)) 2 -4^(X, j^^o).
Let (^i, ^2) be a coordinate system on a neighborhood U ofp'y assume that x-^{p) =x^{p) ==o. 
BG since it is an evaluation mapping [163 p. 25]; also G{x,p)={o,o) and -(X,^)=DX(y). y Since det DX==A(X,^) =(=o, there is a unique C r U-valued function P defined on a neighborhood B of X such that P(X)=^ and G(Y, q)={o, o) for YeB only if q=P(Y).
This follows from the Implicit Function Theorem. 
2) X has only generic periodic trajectories.
3) The a and c^-limit sets of any trajectory of X are singular points or periodic trajectories.
4) X has no saddle connections.

Then: a) Q^ is open in 3Q. b) It is an imbedded Banach submanifold of class C?" 1 and codimension one of^r; and c) JSzwy XeQ^ has a neighborhood B^ in Q^ ^0 ^^ ^ is topologically equivalent to every YeBr
The proof of (3.11) depends on the following
Lemma (3. i2).-Let Xe^T, ^43 have a composed focus p. Assume that (px)^0)^0-Then there is a neighborhood B of X, a neighborhood N of p and a (T""
1 function f : B-^R such that:
1) ^N ^ a closed curve transversal to every YeB. 2) YeB has one singular point P(Y)eN. P(Y) is generic if and only if /(Y)^, it is asymptotically stable (resp. unstable) iff{'Y)<o (resp. /(Y)>o). 3) Y has one periodic trajectory^ generic and orbitally stable^ in N only when /(Y)>o.
See Fig. (3.4) .
Proof. -Assume the notation of (3. Proof of (3.12). -Similar to (2.5). Assume the notation of (3.12). Call Mt he manifold with boundary MP-IntN. Xi=X|M^ is structurally stable, and B can be taken so that every YeB is such that Y^=Y|M^ is topologically equivalent to Xi; ^i(^), the homeomorphism of M^ mapping trajectories of Xi onto those of Y^, can be made arbitrarily close to the identity of M^ by properly reducing B.
By openness of 27 in M^, when /(Y)+o, Ye27 in M 2 , by (3.12). Thus
f~l{o)=^n'S. For YeBi=Q^nB, A^(Y) can be extended to a topological equivalence between X and Y. This is done as for the case of generic focus [5, p. 153]. This proves (3.12).
Remark (3.13). -By (3.5) and (3.12), 0,1== C&u Q^ is an imbedded submanifold, open in 3^.
Calling the saddle-node and composed focus quasi-generic singular points, (3.5) and (3.12) can be stated in one Proposition changing in condition i), in either one, saddle-node or composed focus by quasi-generic singular point.
Saddle Connections.
Definition (4.1). -A saddle connection y of X (see (3.4) ) whose a and o-limit sets coincide with a saddle point p is called a loop', it is called a simple loop if ^(X, p) 4=0.
Proposition (4.2). -Let (^3 denote the set of vector fields XeX", r^2 such that:
1) X has one saddle connection, which in case of being a loop is a simple loop. 2) X has only generic singular points and generic periodic trajectories.
3) The a and u-limit sets of every trajectory of X are singular points, periodic trajectories, or loops. 2) The stable (resp. unstable) separatrices of p^V) for Y|N Proof. -The first part follows from continuity (on Y) of the length of arcs of trajectories far from singularities, and from the continuity property (4.4) c) in N1, N3. IfV is defined as in the proof of (2.4) in a small neighborhood of ^(X), ^c(V)=)=o, as follows similarly to (2.4). Canonical Regions for fields in 0,3 (4.7). -Take XeQ^. In case a) of (4.6), Yyu{^}, which is a two-sided loop, has on its (orbitally) stable region a differentiable closed curve C, arbitrarily close to the loop, transversal to X, which together with Yyu{^y}, when /(Y)==o, bound a region N(Y) homeomorphic to a cylinder. G meets S == S (X) transversally in a point m^, which we regard as the lower extreme of S. Furthermore, YyU {j^y} is the co-limit set of trajectories ofY meeting Int N(Y). See obtained from X by a small rotation (in a neighborhood of ^^{p} diffeomorphic to a plane region). For Y close to X, they follow from continuity and results in (4.6), case a). Obviously MQ is taken to be P(Z). For future reference we will distinguish two cases. A) All the trajectories ofX meeting C have the same a-limit, which afortiori must be a generic singular point of nodal or focal type, or a generic periodic trajectory. B) There is some saddle separatrix of X which meets G.
Remark
GENERIC ONE-PARAMETER FAMILIES OF VECTOR FIELDS 3i
A) and B) are the unique, and mutually exclusive possibilities; in either case, N(X) will be regarded as a critical region associated to the loop ^^{p}'
The other canonical regions that contain YX u {?} on Aeir closure and are possible for XeQ^ are shown in Fig. (4.2) .
This follows from making all the compatible identifications of edges and/or vertices in the fundamental polygons in Fig. (4.3) .
For instance, II is obtained from a), identifying^ and p^\ III is obtained from a), identifying 61 and 8^, and p^ and q\ IV is obtained from a) identifying S^ with 6^, i = i, 2. Fig. (4.2) .
Consider the decomposition of M 2 into canonical and critical regions of X. YY belongs to the common boundary of two such regions, except in cases V, VI, VII, Fig. (4.2) , where it belongs to only one; call M(X) the union of the (closed) regions which contain y^. Call M(X) the union of M(X) and the critical regions of X which intersect saddle separatrices on the boundary ofM(X). The complement of Int M(X), denoted N(X), is the union of a finite number of critical and canonical regions of X; these regions are of structurally stable type and such that, for Y close to X, to each canonical region of X corresponds one of Y of the same type; the critical regions of Y are the same as those of X. Call N(Y) the union of such canonical regions ofY. Following [5] , each canonical region ofN(X) is mapped r<b y a topological equivalence onto its corresponding canonical region of N (Y); gluing these partial mappings, a topological equivalence results, defined from the complement of all critical regions of N (X) onto the complement of all critical regions of N (Y); this topological equivalence is defined on the boundary of all critical regions, except on that of those contained in M(X), where it is defined only on the boundary of M(X). Below we show that when f(Y)=o, a topological equivalence can be defined from M(X) onto M(Y)==M 2 -IntN(Y), extending the above mentioned equivalence, which thus becomes defined on the boundary of all critical regions ofX. This topological equivalence is extended to the interior of the critical regions by the method of [5] .
We proceed to show how define a topological equivalence between M(X) and M(Y). In Fig. (4.4) , M(X) is made up of one region of type I and one of type III, Fig. (4.2) ; M(X) is the union of M(X) and the critical regions of sources oci, ocg and sinks coi, cog of generic type.^~~^ ^~F or region I, map by means of a homeomorphism A^, k-^f^ onto k-^^'y also map bŷ~^ ^-^ ^-^ r\ r\ ratio of arc length S^=k^, y^AA^ ^^A^ QI^I?? ^2=^2 onto their correspondents in I, 81, Sg, ©i, ©2; it should be remarked that this definition coincides with the above mentioned topological equivalence, which, following [5] , takes saddle separatrices onto saddle separatrices by ratio of arc length. Divide every arc of trajectorŷ~-^"ô f X (resp. Y) joining melntk^^ (resp. %==Ai(m)eInt ^i) to nek^^ (resp. ^e^)^i and take ^ such that |S|(|S|)-1 =^(I-^))+^(") (^sp. take %, and %, m the analogous way). Map \{m), y(m) and W, respectively onto ^(%), ^(%) and W, by ratio of arc length. Thus we have defined a one-to-one map from I to I which by (3.9.1) and the same arguments in the proof of (3.5), is a topological equivalence between Xjl and Y|T that can be made arbitrarily close to the identity for Y close to X [5] , and extends to I the above mentioned topological equivalence. Of course this construction works for regions II, III, and IV, obtained from I by proper identifications Also, when region I is modified to having three saddle points ?"?" p, joined by saddle separatrices y,, y,, or two saddle points ^, ^joined by a saddle separatrix ŵ hich, respectively, are the cases of VI and VII, and V, it is clear how to construct the topological equivalence.
The extension of this map, now defined in 6V, to Int I' is done in a similar way as in the case of the stable part of a periodic trajectory (2.5). (Here, G^C, yx=Yx^}, and U=S(X)=»v(X").) See Fig. (4.5) . Remark (4.7.1). -Given any number L>o (resp. T>o), B can be taken so that any trajectory ofY meeting C has length (resp. spends a time) greater than L (resp. T before closing, if it closes at all). This assertion is obvious by continuity arguments since it holds for X.
We summarize (4.7) in the following lemma. c) The fact that for XeQ^ and s>o small, /-^(-s, o))c27, while/-^(o, s)) is not completely contained in 27, can be expressed by asserting that 27 u (^g is a submanifold of y with boundary Q^.
d) From (2.4.1) and (4.7.1) it follows that Q^) u Q^) u Q^(%) is an imbedded submanifold of 3C'.
The Manifold 2:^.
We define S,==Q^u ^(^ u Q:^?) u Q^'). By (3.13) and (4.8.1) ^, S, is an imbedded submanifold of X 
On First Order Structural Stability.
A field Xe3^ is said to be first order structurally stable if there is a neighborhood N of X in the subspace 3Q with the induced C^topology, such that every YeN is topologically equivalent to X. This concept is due to A. Andronov and E. Leontovich, see [12] . We will denote by 2^ the set of first order structurally stable vector fields. It is obvious how to define the set S^ of n-th order structurally stable vector fields as well as S^ (an ^-dimensional version of S^); the characterization of these sets seems most important for a generic theory of families of vector fields depending on n parameters. 
II. -GENERIC ONE-PARAMETER FAMILIES OF VECTOR FIELDS
a bifurcation value of ^. This follows from the fact that the rotation number of SW? which in this case is X itself, is a topological invariant of ^(X). b) Let ^ be transversal to 2^. Every XoeE;'"" 1^) is a bifurcation value of ^. This follows from the results in Part II, where the topological change of the phase space of Y==^(X) is described in a neighborhood of X==^(Xo), according to the sign off(Y) defined there; the transversality condition implies that foE, is monotonic on any neighborhood of XQ, on which, therefore, we find X's for which ^(X) is not topologically equivalent to S(Xo).
Two preliminary lemmas (1.2). -The following lemmas have a straightforward verification. We recall that, since J is manifold with boundary, {a, 6}, ^ is transversal to Qî f it is so when restricted to {a, b) and also when restricted to {a, b} (i.e., ^{a), ^(^)^Q^, if Q^ has codimension >o). 
Proof of Theorem 2.
The proof of Theorem 2 depends on several propositions. Proo/'. -The openness of 0(Q,i) follows from (1.2) a). Let ^e^; we will show that it can be approximated by 7)eO(Q^)$ this will prove the density of 0(Q,i). By (1.2) b), we may assume that SWW==Si(^^) for Si^I-By density of transversality and density of 57, we may assume that ^ is transversal to M 2 , the zero section Letj&o be a singular point of^(Xo), call ^(X, ^, x^), i=i, 2, the components of î n a coordinate system (^1,^2) around j&o.
is transversal to M 2 at {\,po) if and only if the Jacobian matrix of ^(X, ^, x^)
has rank 2 at (^o,po)< When po is not a simple singular point of ^(Xo), the coordinates (^15^2) may be taken such that x^(po)==x^{po)==o and the Jacobian matrix of (X, A:i, ^2) has one of the following forms: Let PQ be a simple singular point of ^(X^) as in (3.10), Part I. Let K be a neighborhood of \ such that -/^(B^cB. Let P(X)==P (7] (1) (X)), (see (3.10), Part I) and let ^(^(^^^(^(X)); obviously, S (7] (l) ) n(KxU)={(X, P(X)); XeK}. S(x)(^, ^--^i-PiW)?^ ^W.
where Pi(X) is the first coordinate of P(X), and c is a regular value of a{rp). For s small, T^T^+S is close to T^; also T^T^ outside KoXUo, S(73 (2) )=S (7] (1 )), 3^ by T] which at \ has p^ as a composed-focus; this is done by a small change in the coefficients of the terms of second, third, and fourth order atj^. (see [21] for a coordinate expression of p^(o) defined in (3.11), Part I). Further modification leads to 'y](\)£Q 2 !; this is done as indicated above for the case of saddle-nodes, using the approximation techniques in [8] to obtain conditions 2), 3), and 4) of (3.12)3 Part I (condition i) is already satisfied) for T](\). As in the case of Q^, it follows that 7]e(D(Q 2 l)nO(Q l l)=$(Q l lUQ 2 l)=0(Ql). This ends the proof of (2.1).
Remark (2.1.1). -Gall Q°^ the set of vector fields in 3C', which have non-generic singular points. Then Q^ is dense in Q°i.
For instance, if p^ is a non-generic singular point of XeQ^, we can find XĜ^c lose to Xi which has a quasi-generic singular point at ?Q as unique non-generic singular point; ifj&o ls a saddle-node (resp. composed-focus) ofXi, there is an Xg, G^-close to Xi, which belongs to Q^ (resp. Q^). This follows from arguments similar to those in the proof of (2.1), using [8] .
Remark (2.1.2). -If ^eO(Q^), ^(O^i) has a finite number of points \, . . ., X^; we may assume that \ has a neighborhood K^ such that ^(KJcB^, a neighborhood of X,==i;(\) which, by (3.13), Part I, can be taken disjoint with 3^-0,1. Thus, has a neighborhood ^C<I>(Q^) such that every T]G^ is such that 7](KJcB,, and hence 7]|K,e(&(Q^)) nd^Q;^)) n(&(Q^)), for every ^=1,2... Therefore, to approximate S by ^^(Q^)) ^(Q^)) ^(CLW)? i1: I s sufficient to do so on J-UK^cUjj, where Jj are closed intervals whose extremities are a, b, or the extremities of K^. By continuity, every r^e'9' can be assumed to have only generic singular points on Jj and to be structurally stable on the extremities of J. It follows easily that T is a positive lower semicontinuous function; see, for example, [6, p. 219] .
Remark
b) Under the same hypothesis in a), the minimum of the length of saddle separatrices (resp. connections) of Ye (9, ^(Y) (resp. ^i(Y)), is a positive lower semicontinuous function, as follows from (4.5), Part I. Here we are assuming that a saddle separatrix whose a or co-limit set is a generic node or focus has infinite length, and that^(Y) (resp. ^(Y)) is infinite when X has no saddle separatrix (resp. no saddle connection). Obviously, <i.
Proposition (2.2). -^(Q^))
an ( The proof of this proposition depends on two preliminary results. Some notation is introduced first.
Assume that i^eO^; let y be a periodic trajectory of period T of X==^(Xo) and let TT :BoXUo->U be the mapping defined (in (2.1) 3 Proof. -Similar to [12, p. 464] .
Proofof (2.2).-Given ^eO^ we will approximate it by ^^(Q^)) n< I ) (Q / 2( /^) )• We may assume that ^ has only generic singular points and that $(^), S(^)e27, by Remark (2.1.2); also, we may assume that every periodic trajectory of ^ has period greater than T()>O, by Remark (2.1.3), a). Gall P(%) the following set: {(X,j&)eJxM 2 , such that ^(X) has a non-generic periodic trajectory y of period <TX through j&}. P(%) is a compact subset contained in IntJxM 2 ; the subset P^)cP(^) of points for which y is one-sided, is also compact. Iterating this procedure for Ko(Xg), ^(^4), ..., K()(\J, we obtain ^=^ which has finitely many non-generic one-sided periodic trajectories of period <n, which are quasigeneric; furthermore, if^(X'), z==i, 2, . . ., A, has one such trajectory -f, ^ is transversal at Y" to the local manifold /==o defined in (2.6), Part I, associated to X==7](X 1 ) and Yx == Y^ Ihus we may assume (after a small change, if necessary) that a O^O^ . . . <)f<b and that 7](i) has y 1 as unique quasi-generic periodic trajectory, of period <_n. By a further small change on T] to (i+Q)^? we get period -f<n; if ©>o is small, no new non-generic one-sided periodic trajectory of period <_n is created. Finally, the
